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ABSTRACT 

•  In this paper, we propose MILE, a minimally 

interactive learning frame work to incrementally learn 

complex visual models for robust long-term tracking 

and high-level behavior analysis.  

• The core idea of our incremental learning is that we 

constantly update the adaptive feature models of 

targets and background based on reliable detection 

and tracking results.  

• We employ a Gaussian mixture method to 

dynamically model the background and detect all 

moving targets in the scene. 



EXISTING SYSTEM 

• Recent progress in computer vision has shown that 

researchers are beginning to be more receptive to the 

idea of object tracking and scene understanding, 

specifically on large-scale surveillance video stream.  

• Unfortunately, in order to train such systems, 

commonly adopted approach of full annotation of 

event of interest in all images and videos of a large 

dataset is an onerous and expensive task.  

• Instead of relying on small supervised datasets for 

complex visual tasks, incremental learning strategy 

allows us to use large, inexpensive datasets in a 

computationally intelligent scheme. 



PROPOSED SYSTEM 

•  And apply a modified mixture particle filter to 

capture the multi-modality distribution in multiple 

targets tracking, which can not only improve 

detection accuracy. 

• As a proof of concept, a prototype implementation of 

MILE has been designed and validated on several 

challenging large scale surveillance visual data, 

yielding satisfactory performance of tracking in large 

scale video stream. 



HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS 

• Processor   - Intel  

• Speed   - 1.1 Ghz  

• RAM   - 256 MB(min)  

• Hard Disk   - 20 GB  

• Monitor   - SVGA 

 

 

 

 



SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS 

• Tool   - MATLAB R2012 

• Operating system - Windows Xp, 7 
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